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This easy to assemble Door Barrier slots into place in 

minutes, protecting a standard door up to four metres 

across with robust aluminium slats, rubber seals and 

compression clamps. If you learn of a flood, you can secure 

your entrance in the same amount of time it takes to boil  

a kettle.

Are you looking to protect your entire property from 

floodwaters - garden, yard or driveway? If so, our Wall 

Barrier solution can extend across a wider expanse. 

Featuring easy to deploy columns that slot into recessed 

holes, and wall slats, the Wall Barrier can be fitted on the 

ground or the top of an existing wall. 

Door Barriers

Wall or Landscape Protection Barriers

Our climate is changing, and flooding is becoming more of a 
regular occurrence.

Traditionally, home flood protection meant sandbags and 
hours of hard labour in an attempt to delay the inevitable 
entrance of water. 

All of this has changed. In partnership with PREFA - a 
world leader in aluminium flood protection systems 
- RAINSCAPE is proud to announce a range of 
domestic and commercial flood defence solutions 
for the South of England.

Contact RAINSCAPE today to learn more about 
these easy to assemble, fast to protect systems 
that will help you protect your home in the 
event of a flood.

Info@rain-scape.co0118 327 3131 07944 394 564 www.rain-scape.co

Flood Protection ProductsFlood Protection Products

We offer a range of secondary protection products for 

domestic and commercial buildings: ventilation brick 

covers and drain covers.

Other features
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• We begin with a site survey, allowing RAINSCAPE 
to understand your location, property and needs in 
terms of flood protection.

• We measure the openings and closely examine the 
installation location to ensure it is suitable.

• We then send the site survey data to PREFA to 
calculate the required dimensions and equipment for 
your site.

• After that, we prepare a quotation for you, including 
installation costs.

• Upon approval, we produce all components from our 
PREFA stock here in the UK.

• At a time convenient for you, RAINSCAPE will install 
the equipment and guide you through storage and 
assembly of barriers, columns and clamps.

The climate is changing, and weather events are 
becoming more extreme. Flood protection solutions 
are just one aspect of home security. Rest assured, 
RAINSCAPE will be honest with you about the 
capabilities of our systems, and the extent to which 
they can protect your property.

The PREFA aluminium flood protection system includes 
several parts:

• Mounting rails for door barriers and property 
protection;

• Centre columns with ground sleeves for wall barriers 
and perimeter protection 

• Easy to assemble, stackable barrier panels with seals;

• Compression clamps for fastening the barrier panels

The aluminium construction of the barrier panels, fasteners 
and compression clamps offers countless advantages:

• Break-proof;

• Rust-proof;

• Lightweight;

• Weather-resistant; and

• Maintenance-free.

How it worksHow it works

Let’s be realLet’s be real About the systemAbout the system

BenefitsBenefits
• We do the professional survey, design and 

installation.  In the event of a flood, you can 
quickly assemble the barriers yourself. 

• The parts are portable, stackable, and easy to 
store.

• The PREFA system we use is the only aluminium 
system on the market, offering unmatched 
strength with lightweight construction.

• Plus, if you live in a designated flood risk area, 
you may qualify for government assistance to 
subsidise a RAINSCAPE/PREFA flood  
protection system.
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